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ABSTRACT
To date, glued wooden structures are used in almost all the elements of buildings
and structures. Such structures can be found in ceilings, in coatings, beams, trusses,
partitions, walls and even in enclosing structures.
Wood is of particular interest in modern construction as a renewable material
especially at the time of focusing on energy efficiency. Many European countries are
perplexed by the widespread introduction of renewable materials into the construction
process; the Russian Federation also strives for improving the energy efficiency of
structures and materials, while not neglecting the bearing capacity and durability of
structures.
In this article special attention is paid to glued wooden structures, which gain
momentum in the construction of many structures, including the long-span sports and
entertainment facilities, such as indoor stadiums, sports complexes, swimming pools,
indoor concert halls and playgrounds, as well as in retail and entertainment
complexes.
The advantages and disadvantages of using such material in the construction of
buildings with large spans instead of metal structures are considered. Particular cases
of the use of laminated wood in large-span structures, such as sports complexes for
various purposes, facilities for mass attendance of people, concert halls, storage
facilities and others are considered.
The comparative characteristics of glued laminated timber and typical timber, as
well as a comparative table of the properties of LVL timber and metal structures are
given. In these comparative tables the basic properties of these materials are
structured, which allows to consider their properties, advantages and disadvantages
relative to each other.
Key words: glued laminated timber, large-span structures, typical timber, renewable
resources, wood, building materials, wooden frame, wooden structures.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The use of wooden structures received a second wind in the XXI century. If earlier this
material was used mainly in cottage construction, today it has received much more
widespread use already in the form of glued large-span wooden structures. The variety of
shapes and curves of the structural elements of laminated wood is amazing, thanks to which it
has become possible to realize completely new creative ideas of architects and designers [9,
10, 16].
In many studies, such advantages of using wooden structures as aesthetics, comfort, and
most importantly environmental friendliness of the material are noted. Wood is a renewable
material [11].
As any material, laminated wood has not only advantages, but also disadvantages. These
include, for example, the possibility of ignition, fungal infection, decay. There is a number of
ways to avoid these processes. They are described in the sources [8, 12, 13, 14].
To date, the trend of recession construction continues to exist. This is evidenced by the
absence of higher prices for building materials, a decrease in the overstocking of building
materials warehouses, a decrease in the construction of residential and non-residential real
estate. According to Russian Statistics Agency, this figure decreased by 6% in 2016 and in
2017 by 4.3% [1].
The main reason for this stagnation is the unfavorable economic situation in the country at
the moment. But the development and application of more modern technologies and materials
does not stop, which will save both the time of construction of the structure and the cost of its
construction.
Wood is a material that became one of the first building materials on Earth. And
throughout the history of construction is a key material. Wood is one of the few building
materials that is a 100% renewable resource. That is why the structures in which wood is used
are improved every year [4].
Glued wood or timber (LVL – Laminated Veneer Lumber - laminated veneer lumber) is a
material that is made by gluing softwood veneers.
As a rule, pine, spruce or larch is used. The arrangement of fibers can be parallel or cross.
The strength of such a timber is much higher than lumber, perfectly replacing them even in
the supporting structures. In construction, two types of glued wooden structures: load-bearing
and enclosing are used [3].
Bearing glued wooden structures are divided into subcategories: flat and spatial structures.
Flat structures include beams, wooden frames, arches, trusses. Spatial structures include
expansion vaults, vaulted systems, domes, ribbed warehouses and domes.
Advantages of glued long-span structures:
1. Regarding metal structures, glued laminated timber has a smaller specific weight with its
greater carrying capacity.
2. Wood constructions are not subject to corrosion, unlike metal. This allows them to be
widely used in buildings with high humidity, for example, water sports complexes or in
constructions where there are sources of negative environment. Such facilities may be storage
facilities for chemicals or fertilizers. Wood is resistant to chemicals and salts.
3. This material is very environmentally friendly and it is important that the tree is a 100%
recoverable resource.
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4. Structures have high seismic resistance.
5. They have a bright architectural expressiveness and beauty. No less important feature is the
physical form of material. The natural structure of the tree makes it a unique aesthetically
expressive material for the production of large-span structures.
6. High speed of production of a design and their installation on the place has been noted.
Below, in the Table. 1, we compare some properties of metal structures and glued
laminated timber.
Table 1 Comparison of LVL timber and metal structures
Compared
Metal structures
LVL timber
properties
reaction to
Under the effect of temperature change, Since this type of structure is subject to
temperature drops the material is subject to compression shrinkage before operation, internal stresses
and expansion, which leads to fatigue do not actually arise due to the absence of
of the structure and, accordingly, loss moisture inside. It does not change bearing
of bearing capacity
capacity under the influence of temperature
fluctuations
appearance of
As a rule it requires additional
It does not require a decorative treatment,
structure
decorative treatment
warm texture, and does not change over time
relative density
7850 kg/m3
550 kg/m3
resistance to
It is not recommended for use in the
It is not exposed to corrosion. It does not
corrosion
rooms with aggressive environment.
require a radical update of the protective
Every 4-5 years it requires a radical
compositions
update of the protective compositions
Compared
Metal structures
LVL timber
properties
reaction to burning In 15-20 minutes after the start of
fire resistance is much higher than that of
burning, the material begins to flow and metal. It loses bearing capacity with a
loses its carrying capacity.
decrease in the cross-section of the beam. The
outer layer of the burning bar serves as a
natural protective layer for the deeper layers

But glued laminated timber has disadvantages. The disadvantages of glued large-span
structures include the following:
1. Cracks and crevices can appear
2. Shrinkage
3. Price. The high cost is due to the sophisticated material manufacturing technology.
4. The disadvantages also include dense layers of glue between the layers of wood, which can
affect the environmental friendliness of the material. But safe glue systems can also be used.
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Comparison of the disadvantages of conventional timber and glued laminated timber are
presented in Table. 2
Table 2 Comparison of the disadvantages of typical timber and glued laminated timber
Disadvantages

Properties of timber

Typical timber
Glued laminated timber
timber defeat by a fungus, this kind of disadvantages is
excluded
wood borers, rotting, etc. possible
crack formation
It is allowed, dimensions must not Only longitudinal cracks may appear, but
exceed 1x15x150 cm
they must not influence on structural
bearing capacity
influence of temperature All kinds of deformations are
Twists and bends are excluded
fluctuations
possible
shrinkage of material
Since the drying of the material is Before construction, the material is
not provided prior to
completely dried. However, it is not yet
construction, shrinkage is from 6 possible to avoid shrinkage completely. it
% to 8 %
is up to 1%
deformation of structure Moisture evaporates from the
thanks to pre-drying this disadvantage
timber unevenly, that leads to
can be almost completely avoided
appearing of some deformations
the need for additional
all elements must be carefully
It is not required if the timber has a
thermal insulation
insulated
thickness of 210 cm
surface appearance
Finishing is required
Thanks to the smooth surface, no
finishing is required

One of the main drawbacks of wood is that over time this building material may deform,
cracks and other defects may appear.
Glued laminated timber is used only after pre-drying of the material, which allows to
avoid such problems. Very often, architects prefer wood constructions in such mass cultural
buildings as sports complexes, swimming pools, water parks, shopping malls and others. One
of the reasons for this is the increased requirement for the appearance of the structure [5].
Of course, this is not the only factor in favor of tree selection. The ability to realize
completely different shapes and bends of a structure made of this material is also a great
advantage of wood over other building materials [6].
Thus, glued wood opens up great opportunities for architects and designers in the creation
of new expressive forms and shells. Similar ideas cannot be realized using only concrete or
metal. Since wood does not corrode, unlike metal, it is “loved” to be used in structures with
high humidity inside. These buildings include water parks and swimming pools. In this case,
the tree is subjected to decay and ignition.
But these problems are solved by treating the wood with special prophylactic compounds.
To preserve the appearance of the wood, transparent compositions are preferred, which
preserve the external aesthetics of the wooden texture [7].
As for the use of glued wood abroad, + + more than 70% of sports facilities, concert halls,
stadiums, platforms for water sports and other indoor large-span structures are built using
laminated veneer lumber. In Germany and Switzerland, about 66% of sports facilities and
pavilions were also built using such a bar [16].
The ability of laminated wood to take the most unusual forms allows to build the most
extraordinary structures. Some of them are presented in Pictures 1, 2, 3.
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Figure 1. Metropol Parasol in Spain, Seville

Metropol Parasol or Metropol Parasols was built in April 2011 in the Spanish city of
Seville. The design consists of six "mushrooms" or "umbrellas" made of laminated wood.
Architect is Jürgen Mayer.

Figure 2. View of the roof from the inside of a warehouse building in Italy, Brindisi

In 2014, construction began on two dome-shaped warehouses in the city of Brindisi under
the leadership of the coal division of the Enel Central energy concern in Italy. The outer
diameter of the dome is 144 meters, and the height reaches almost 40 meters.
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Figure 3. Wellant Arena in Switzerland Davos

The stadium is mainly used for hockey matches. It is the home arena of the Davos hockey
club.
In Russia, mostly glued structures are used in construction of buildings for agricultural,
industrial and storage purposes. In such structures, the most likely presence of corrosive
environments, to which the structure of the glued laminated timber is not exposed.
But today, this type of construction is used far beyond the agricultural sphere. A large
number of sports and mass cultural structures are built and built using laminated veneer
lumber in different cities of Russia [16]. Examples of such structures are presented in Figures
4, 5, 6.

Figure 4. Krylatskoye sports complex, Moscow city

The Krylatskoe ice sports complex was built in 2004, but in 2007 they were forced to
suspend operation due to a burst rod in the cable system. A year later, the building was again
opened for professional athletes and sports enthusiasts. Bearing elements of the coating are
made of laminated wood.
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Figure 5. Palace of water sports. Kazan city

Wooden bearing elements of the coating work in conditions of high humidity quite well.
The interior of the building is cozy and architecturally expressive. The facility was used for
competitions during the 2013 Summer Universiade and during the World Aquatics
Championships. The height of the building is 26.5 meters and the span of laminated wooden
structures of the coating is approximately 63 m long [17].

Figure 6. Waterpark "Peterland". City of St. Petersburg

The diameter of the wooden dome of the water park is 90 m. It was decided to use just
such a material, although metal and reinforced concrete versions of the supporting structures
were considered. Outside, the dome is covered with transparent fencing material that allows
people to see the beauty of the structures on the street from the inside of the building, and
being inside they observe the beauty of nature.
From the above, we can come to the following conclusion. The main advantages of
laminated wood are environmental friendliness, aesthetic qualities, ease of construction and
ease of installation, corrosion resistance, the possibility of usage in rooms where aggressive
environments prevail.
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